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THE RESERVE TRENCH
In October 1916, 2nd
Lieutenant Tommy Eaves
was killed on the Somme.
He was a sporty, muchloved schoolmaster and
scoutmaster before the war,
at St Martin’s, Dover.
Ten years before, Tommy
had gone to Battersea for
his
teacher-training.
Leaving behind his family
and his sweetheart, he kept
them still close. He bought
two albums, and in one,
over the years, he wrote
poems for his beloved
Daisy, and in the other his
family and friends drew
pictures.
George de Orfé was one
such friend, creating the
charming cartoon on the
left. A well-known singer in
Dover, George was part of
the chorus in the Dover
pageant of 1908, the year
Tommy began teaching at
St Martin’s.
Tommy was dedicated to
the young people in his care, and lost his life protecting his men out in the battlefield. It’s fitting that his
albums were discovered by Anthony Mills and Cheryl Rogers of the YMCA charity shop in Folkestone.
Supporting soldiers with their huts during the Great War, the YMCA now holistically supports and works
intensively with over 215,000 thousand young people a year in England alone. Tommy’s albums helped their
work; we think Tommy would have been glad

THE FRONTLINE TRENCH
During the Great War the Allies used four types of
trench. In theory men should serve one week in
three in each of the frontline, support, and reserve
trenches, which were linked together by the
communications trenches.
So, after a brief respite in the reserve trench on
page 1, what’s been happening on the frontline of
Remembrance?

Norman Evennett, the brother of the late George
Evennett, who along with his wife Angela, first set
up ‘The Welshman Association’ and organised an
annual memorial service 20 years ago that brought
together surviving veterans, families and friends to
remember a marvellous and gallant ship. In recent
years Angela has been the leading light in running
the association and arranging the annual service
with 1st February 2013 being the poignant 70th
anniversary of the loss of HMS Welshman.
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HMS Welshman 70th Anniversary Memorial Service
by Dean Sumner
On 1st February 1943, the Royal Navy fast minelayer, HMS Welshman, captained by William
Friedberger, DSO, was crossing the Mediterranean
Sea from Malta to Alexandria in Egypt, when a
torpedo fired from the German submarine U-617
commanded by Albrecht Brandi struck the British
vessel about 35 nautical miles east-northeast from
Tobruk, Libya. After about 2 hours HMS
Welshman sank and of her complement of over
240 crew and passengers, 157 lost their lives.
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From mid-1942, HMS Welshman had played a
vital role in ferrying supplies to the besieged
island of Malta, often disguised as a French
destroyer. The ship also took part in Operation
Torch, the British-American invasion of French
North Africa on 8th November 1942. The day
before HMS Welshman was sunk and after she had
laid mines in a stretch of sea to the west of Sicily,
the Italian corvette Procellaria hit one of the
mines and sank; a torpedo boat Generale Marcello
Prestinari heading to assist the Procellaria, also
struck a mine and was lost.
One of the crew tragically lost with HMS
Welshman was 23 years old engine room artificer

Thus on this day, families, friends, and guests
gathered at the St. George’s Centre in Chatham,
close to the Historic Dockyard to remember HMS
Welshman and her crew. The passing years have
sadly
seen
survivor
numbers dwindle, but the
service was blessed with
the attendance of veteran
Lionel Purdie.
Guests of Honour were
the Mayor and Mayoress
of Medway, Councillor
Vaughan Hewett and Mrs
Jenifer Hewett, and the
service was led by
Reverend Andrew White,
who also recounted a
history
of
the
“Welshman”.
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One HMS Welshman
veteran sadly missing this year was the very
popular Chief Coxswain Jack Cornwall, who
passed away in September 2012 aged 92. Jack had
been an instructor at HMS Ganges, the boys’
training establishment, and the eulogy from ‘The
Ganges Boys’ which was read out at his funeral,
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was shared with the audience in the St. George’s
Centre.

High Speed Launch 186

Angela had arranged for a memorial wreath to be
placed at Valletta Harbour in Malta on the
morning of the 70th anniversary, and she was able
to tell the congregation that a call had been
received from the island just before the service
started, letting her know that the laying of the
wreath on behalf of the association had been
faithfully carried out.
Anyone wishing to know more about ‘The
Welshman Association’ is welcome to contact
Angela Evennett via ‘The Shoreham Aircraft
Museum’ by calling 01959 524416 or by e-mail to
mail@shoreham-aircraft-museum.co.uk, website
www.shoreham-aircraft-museum.co.uk
*
Dean is a volunteer for the Shoreham Aircraft
Museum and for The Dover War Memorial
Project. Two Dovorians, Thomas Brownson and
Henry Perren, were lost with the Welshman. Dean
very kindly created and laid in Remembrance this
lovely tribute by the Welshman window.
.
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Eric Woolly is now 98. During World War II he
was a gunner and crew on HSL 186, serving out of
Dover. He took part in many rescues; just one, in
June 1942 recovered under Spitfire support a
downed Halifax crew inside an enemy minefield.
Eric also took part in Operation Jubilee, 19 August
1942. This was a raid on Dieppe, and a precursor
to the Normandy landings two years later.
Casualties were high, but the experience gained
and new methods and technologies developed,
such as the Mulberry Harbours and Hobart’s
Funnies tanks, is said to have reduced Normandy
casualties tenfold. HSL 186 was the only rescue
craft to return to Dover after the raid, and two of
her crew were wounded.
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Channel Dash
For the first time an annual Remembrance service
was held at the new Channel Dash memorial on
Dover seafront. It took place in the afternoon of
12 February. The annual service was also held at
the memorial in Ramsgate Harbour, at 11.00. Both
services were conducted by Rev John Chater.

Inside St Mary’s, Dover, is the Air Sea Rescue
memorial area. It includes a plaque presented for
the 25th anniversary of the raid. Frank Woods of
the Royal British Legion in Looe regularly visits
Eric, and we were so pleased to help with his
request for a picture of the plaque to give to Eric.
Well done, Mr Woolly. Dover is proud to
remember and salute you and your brave
comrades!
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THE SUPPORT TRENCH
The Western Heights Garrison in the First World War
by Phil Eyden

from collection of Phil Eyden

The Georgian and Victorian fortress at the
Western Heights in Dover probably saw the peak
of its activity in the First World War. Although the
Citadel fortress and Drop Redoubt fort, with their
associated barracks, batteries and moats, had been
built as a defensive measure to prevent a French
attack on Dover from the direction of Folkestone a
century earlier, by 1900 that threat had vanished.
This saw a change in function of the Heights from
that of purely defensive to a gigantic training and
mobilisation camp.
The Heights were large enough to accommodate
two entire infantry battalions of 1000 men each,
sections of Royal Garrison Artillery, Royal
Engineers and numerous other troops totalling
somewhere in the region of 3,000 men.
At the outbreak of war on 4th August 1914 the
resident garrison was the 1st King’s Own Royal

Lancaster Regiment at the Grand Shaft Barracks
and 2nd Lancashire Fusiliers at The Citadel. Both
battalions were immediately mobilised and were
withdrawn to their home bases by the 8th August.
As part of the 12th Infantry Brigade they returned
to France on the 23rd via Southampton where they
took part trying to cover the retreat of the British
Expeditionary Force from Mons. Both suffered
heavy casualties at the stand against the German
First Army at Le Cateau on the 26th, especially the
King’s Own who were ambushed in an open corn
field at 6am before they had the chance to dig
defensive trenches.
They suffered 400 casualties out of 1000 men in
less than two hours after being caught by machine
gunners and artillery, the total British casualties
amounting to 7,812 on that single day.
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Back in Dover their places
were immediately filled
by two reserve training
battalions, the 3rd East
Surreys under Lt. Col.
Charles Orby Shipley
taking over the Grand
Shaft Barracks, and the
3rd Buffs (East Kent)
Regiment under Lt. Col.
Henry Denne Hirst at The
Citadel. Hirst was later
known to reject recruits
who
he
discovered
underage in his battalion,
unusually for the period,
and thus saved the lives of
many keen and patriotic
young boys.
collection of Phil Eyden

These training battalions
had two main functions. Firstly local perimeter
defence, for example, the Buffs patrolled St.
Radigund’s Abbey and outlying areas whilst the
Surreys patrolled the breakwater and Whinless
Down. Their second main function was training;
both were responsible for raising drafts for their
service battalions of trained men for fighting in
France. In the first six months of the war, for
example, the 3rd East Surreys supplied over
fourteen drafts of between 50 and 80 men. The
daily routine was monotonous and relentless,
drilling, firing and bayonet practice, equipment
training, entrenching and so on to a never ending
stream of new recruits day after day.

collection of Maggie S-K

On 19th September 1914 the War Office
authorised existing Training battalions to raise
new Service battalions. So at the Western Heights
two new battalions were raised in late October and

became 'active' on 1st November. These were the
10th East Surreys and the 9th Buffs, experienced
companies from the two parent battalions forming
the training core of the new battalions. Of course
this now meant that the Shaft Barracks and Citadel
were crammed solid, so the new companies spilled
out to other less desirable locations such as huts at
the Western Outworks at The Citadel, the dingy
1860s South Front Barracks and the Oil Mill
Barracks on Limekiln Street. Other soldiers
including those from Connaught Barracks, the
Duke of Yorks School and the Castle were even
billeted in private households in town as there was
so little space available left in the military sites.
Dover town became literally a sea of khaki in the
early war years.
Although the original plan was for these two new
battalions to be sent overseas there was a change
in plan in April 1915 and they were themselves
converted to Training battalions as part of
Kitchener's K4 Army Group and remained in the
UK. Both the 10th and 9th were despatched to
Purfleet in May 1915 but they returned together to
Dover in May 1916. In 1916 the 3rd Buffs even
raised their own Territorial unit, a Home Service
battalion of those unfit for active service due to
age or injury to guard the port of Dover.
The 3rd Buffs and 3rd East Surreys remained
engaged in their thankless task right up until the
Armistice when they were finally withdrawn from
Dover. To give some idea of the throughput of the
training battalions at Dover, the 3rd East Surreys
alone trained 19,040 men during the course of the
war, 13,000 of which were sent to France. The
Dover garrison played a forgotten and very
important role in the war supplying endless
soldiers – an estimated 100,000 men in total were
probably trained in and around the town during
World War One.
*
The image of St Radigund’s is from a postcard
sent in 1915. Part of the message on the back
reads, “I went to the Hipp with my chap last night.
I tell you it is getting strong. Am meeting him @ 3
today; he wanted me to be at the Shaft @ ½ past
12 but I have not learnt the way yet. He must love
me as he buys me chocolate.”
Perhaps, meeting at the Shaft, the young lady
writer was courting a soldier. Did true love run
smooth? We’ll never know!
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New Shoes for a Spitfire

Out and About – Peter Hill
One of the men commemorated at the Memorial at
Capel is Howard Hill. On 20 September 1940 is
Spitfire crashed at West Hougham, just a couple of
miles from Capel. Aged just 20, Howard was
killed instantly. His grave at Hawkinge has been
visited several times by DWMP volunteers..
Very sadly his brother Peter, the only other child
of the family was killed in 1944, aged 22, while
coming in to land in a Lancaster, near Nottingham.
He is buried in the RAF regional cemetery at
Botley, Oxford.

Brian Thorne cares for cars; including paintspraying and panel-beating. So when one of his
customers asked him if he knew anyone who could
change a tyre Brian instantly volunteered for the
job. The only snag was – it was a Spitfire tyre!
Up on the cliffs at the Battle of Britain memorial,
Capel-le-Ferne, are two replica planes; a Hurricane
and a Spitfire. The tyre had gradually deteriorated
through age and weather, and eventually its walls
had collapsed. “I’ve never done a plane before,”
said Brian. “The hardest part was getting it jacked
up.” The jacking point is on the wing, so it needs a
special three foot jack to reach.
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It took Brian 4½ hours to do the job, when the site
was closed, for safety. Would he do it again? “I
enjoyed it,” he said, “and I’m happy to do others.”
Not only that, but Brian is now casting a technical
eye at restoring the paint on the planes too!
The Memorial will be celebrating its 20th
anniversary in July this year.

Howard and Peter
came from New
Zealand;
their
parents, Jack and
Helen, are now reunited with their
sons. We wonder if
they ever were able
to see their sons’
graves.
On her birthday,
Maggie likes to
visit the graves of
our Fallen. This
year we went to
Botley to pay our
respects. We found
that by the graves
of New Zealand casualties crosses had been
placed. They died far from home; their homeland
remembers them still.
Botley is a cemetery of
many nationalities; it is
distinguished by having the
only burial in the UK of a
Greek soldier. T. Lagos
died from head injuries on
18 October 1944.
The cemetery is also one of
just twelve Commonwealth
burial sites in the UK to
have a Stone of Remembrance, designed by Edwin
Lutyens. St James, Dover, is another of the twelve,
the Stone being located by the World War II
graves.
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Out and About – Dambusters!

For Maggie and Simon a break is always a
busman’s holiday! They like to visit memorials,
graves, and sites connected with the two world
wars. Above is the Derwent dam, Derbyshire.
It has war-time links with Kent. On the seafront at
Herne Bay is a
statue
to
Sir
Barnes
Neville
Wallis. Designer
of the Wellington
Bomber, he was
also the inventor
of the bouncing
bomb used in the
Dambusters’ raids
of 1943.
Operation
Chastise, as the
raids were called,
targetted
the
industrial area of
the Ruhr. The aim

was to destroy hydroelectric power and the supply
of water to industry, towns, and the vital inland
water transport by breaching the dams of the rivers
Möhne and Sorpe, and if possible Eder too.
Resultant floods would wash away manufacturing
plant and transport infrastructure.
Conventional bombs could not bypass the torpedo
nets protecting the dams, nor explode with
sufficient depth and force on the wet side of the
dam, whilst the accuracy of conventional bombing
could not be guaranteed. The bouncing bombs
worked in a similar way to stones skimming across
a pond, hopping over the torpedo nets. Right up
until a couple of days before the raid the Upkeep
(dam) bombs, weighing four tons, three tons of
which would be explosive, were being tested at
Reculver, a couple of miles west of Herne Bay.
On hitting the dam the bomb would spin
downwards to the base of the dam wall. A
hydrostatic fuse would instigate explosion,
magnified by the pulsation of the gas bubble and
the movements of the water.
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Designed to be released at 230 mph from a height
of just 60 feet, the bombs were carried by
specially-modified Lancaster bombers. Aviation
practice for the raids took place in several areas;
the famed site is that of Derwentwater in
Derbyshire.

Out and About – Horatio Grant

At the Derwent dam, chosen for its resemblance to
the enemy targets, there is now a memorial
commemorating the raids, along with a small
museum. The memorial was unveiled on 16 May
1988, the 45th anniversary.

At St Mary’s cemetery, Walkley, is buried Horatio
Grant. Walkley is north-west of Sheffield, where
Horatio was born in 1883.
Horatio served in the Royal Garrison Artillery, and
died on 11 February 1920 from sickness. He left a
widow, Florence, whom he had married in 1911;
she lived at 46 Manor Road, Dover.
Horatio’s mother, Louisa, suffered four losses in
as many years. Her husband, Edward, had died just
over a month before their son, on 1 January 1920,

The Möhne and Eder dams were breached, but the
Sorpe, earthen-banked, was only damaged. A
further attack on the Ennepe dam was
unsuccessful. The cost in lives amounted to fiftythree of the allied crews from the 133 who had set
out, and around 1,600 people in the Ruhr valley.
Exactly how successful the raids ultimately were
in damaging enemy production is a moot point;
however for allied invention, courage, skill, and
morale-boosting the Dambuster raids became a
byword. May this year is the 70th anniversary.

Another son, James, died on 11 June 1921, aged
27. He had been serving in the Royal Engineers.
The couple had already lost a son on 28 April
1917. William Donkin Grant, aged 28, had been
killed in action, and was buried in the Wancourt
British cemetery, Pas de Calais, France. On the
gravestone are the words, “They nobly answered
duty’s call”.
Louisa lived close to where her family were
buried, and was re-united with them in 1931, at the
age of 61. The family is, however, never forgotten.
James and Horatio are commemorated on a
memorial in nearby St Timothy’s church, at Slinn
Street, and for the last eight years the Friends of
Walkley cemetery have been clearing and
maintaining the burial ground. They have created
war memorial folders, viewable in St Mary’s
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church, South Road, and every year, at
Remembrance, they visit all 43 graves where war
casualties lie. They lay crosses for each casualty;
on Horatio’s grave there is a cross for him and for
his brother James. Meanwhile, young people from
a local school are clearing and maintaining
gravestones that commemorate casualties who lie
elsewhere.

With thanks for all their help to Rev Melanie
Fitzgerald and Hugh Waterhouse.

Library Corner
We’re delighted to have been of assistance to
authors of two new books.
“Struck by Lightning”,
by John Dann and Eric
Gilroy is the story of a
British destroyer and
her company between
1941-43.
HMS
Lightning was at the
heart of the convoys to
Malta, and took part in
the North African and
Madagascar landings.
Filled with personal
accounts, photographs,
and technical documents, and inclusive of details from the
Kreigsmarine and Schnellboote this book, now in
paperback, at £6.99, provides a rare glimpse into
the daily life of the Royal Navy at war.
HMS Lightning was sunk on 12 March 1943, with
the loss of 45 men, amongst them Dovorian Alfred
Silk.

Under the deceptions of Operation Body-guard
and Fortitude South, Hitler was convinced the
Allies would land on the French coast nearest to
England.
“Hitler's Atlantic Wall
– Pas de Calais” details
the
massive
fortifications in this area,
and, using archive
material, photos, and
maps provides histories
of the giant batteries,
their weaponry, and
their final fall in
September
1944.
Batteries Lindemann
(between Calais and
Boulogne) and Todt (Cap Gris Nez) also
bombarded channel shipping and Kentish coastal
towns; the book has a section on defences in
Dover and life in Hellfire Corner.
With a guide for the visitor, author Paul Williams
tells us that during research he and his wife
unearthed hidden gems in France and Kent, and
there are photos probably never seen before.
Part two, “Hitler’s
Atlantic
Wall
–
Normandy” is due out
this summer. The book
follows
Hobart’s
Funnies,
modified
tanks
which
used
attachments
engagingly named the
“carrot”
or
the
“double-onion”. Many
previously unpublished
accounts of soldiers are
included.

BACK TO
TRENCH

THE

RESERVE

The reserve trench was several hundred yards
behind the support trench, itself several hundred
yards behind the frontline. In theory the reserve
trench enabled the men to relax a little.
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Nevertheless, they needed always to be ready for
action.

was a war-weary veteran Tommy, created by
cartoonist Captain Bruce Bairnsfather.

Geocache!

Dating from around 1916 this Bill is probably part
of the campaign for war savings. Belonging to a
descendent of one of our casualties, he and his
tank are actually a money box.

Perhaps one of the most unusual requests we’ve
received was from “MeerRescue”, who wished to
use information for a geocache.
Involving hidden containers, geocaching is rather
like treasure-hunting outdoors. With caches
locatable by the Global Positioning System, the
trail often takes seekers to beautiful, interesting, or
unusual (but safe!) places; the contents of the
cache vary but often can reveal more about the
spot.
There are a number of geocaches in the Dover
area. One of the latest is GC46H79.

“Where’s that Clinkin’ Kaiser?” he demands – and
who could resist helping him along with a few
pennies?
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It commemorates the unusual and sad death of
Patience Ransley. A victim of the Lindemann
battery on the very last day of shelling, she was
killed while sheltering in Barwick’s cave. A oneton shell bored down through a grave at Cowgate
cemetery, above, and into the chalk, exploding
only seven feet above the roof of the shelter.
We hear the cache is in a very clever hide;
nevertheless several people have already
successfully found it. Some, though, have been
roundly defeated and will be back to try again.
There are many ways of remembering our Fallen;
this has to be one of the most unusual!

“Let Me At ‘Im!”
And finally – ready for action is this little chap,
above right. Immensely popular and credited with
raising British morale, curmudgeonly “Old Bill”

“From the Front”, the e-newsletters from The Dover
War Memorial Project, are also available online at
Dover’s Virtual Memorial and in the Local Studies
area at Dover Town Library.
Dover’s Virtual Memorial
www.doverwarmemorialproject.org.uk
phone: 07876 240701
frontline@doverwarmemorialproject.org.uk
This newsletter was created by Marilyn StephensonKnight. Photographs, except where stated, are by
Simon John Chambers. We gratefully thank our kind
contributors of articles and photographs.
Issue 14 is due out on 30 June 2013
The Dover War Memorial Project works in the past,
present, and future to remember with honour all those
from our front-line town, Dover, Kent, England, who fell
in the two World Wars. Work on the Project is entirely
voluntary, and the Project itself is totally dependent on
donations to survive. If we have helped you and/or you
have enjoyed the newsletter, please consider a donation
via PayPal or by cheque payable to The Dover War
Memorial Project. Please help us remember those who
gave all they could.

